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AIMING HIGH 
 
  
FOLLOW THE NUMBERS 
Follow some numbers and see where they go. 
One simple rule is: choose a number, add the digits together then multiply by 2 and then do the same again. 

Suppose you start with 56 then you get 5+6 = 11 and 11 x 2 =22 so the next 
number is 22. Carry on and you get: 56, 22, 8, 16, 14, 10, 2, 4, 8, 16, 14, 10, 2, ... 
What do you notice about the last 6 numbers in this list? 

What happens when you start with different numbers? 
What happens when you try different rules like add the digits and multiply by 3? 
You might like to use an arrow diagram like this and add more branches to it: 
Can you explain why you get repeating patterns every time? 

 

Help 
Here’s another way to record your answers. For the ‘add the digits and multiply by 2’ rule starting with 53 
we get 53 è 16 è 14 è 10 è 2è 4è 8 è16 and we stop here because the cycle starting from 16 will 
repeat the same sequence again.  
Now try some examples of your own.  
 
 
Extension 
Invent and investigate your own rules. 

What happens with the same rule with 3 digit numbers, or 4 digits or …   
Do sequences always end in fixed point or cycles? 

Ask yourself "I wonder what would happen if I ...?"and change one part of the rule. 
When two or more rules have been investigated to your satisfaction compare them and make some 
predictions about future results. 

Try to make a chart to record your findings.  
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS 
SOLUTION 
When you add the digits you always get a number between 1+0=1 and 9+9=18 so you will not get more than 
18 different sequences. For the rule  “add the digits together then multiply by 2’ whatever number you start 
with you always end up with a sequence of numbers that repeat themselves (a cycle or a fixed point if a 
number repeats itself like 18 below).  
 
     2      4             or   6   12        or     18 
10             8 
    14   16 
With different rules the cycles will be different but the sequences always end with a repeating cycle or a 
fixed point. 
 
For example the rule "find the difference between the 2 digits and add 5 to the difference” gives sequences 
ending with the cycle 11, 5, 10, 6 such as:  
Starting number 24   24, 07, 12, 06, 11, 05, 10, 06  ... 
Starting number 39   39, 11, 05, 10, 06, 11 ... 
Starting number 83   83, 10, 06, 11, 05, 10... 
Starting number 63   63, 08, 13, 07, 12, 06, 11, 05, 10, 06 ... 
 
 

Diagnostic Assessment This should take about 5–10 minutes. 
1. Write the question on the board, say to the class:  

“Put up 1 finger if you think the answer is A, 2 fingers for B, 3 fingers for C and 4 fingers for D”.  
2. Notice how the learners responded. Ask a learner who gave answer A to explain why he or she gave that answer and DO 

NOT say whether it is right or wrong but simply thank the learner for giving the answer.  
3. Then do the same for answers B, C and D. Try to make sure that learners listen to these reasons and try to decide if their own 

answer was right or wrong. 
4. Ask the class again to vote for the right answer by putting up 1, 2, 3 or 4 fingers. Notice if there is a change and who 

gave right and wrong answers. It is important for learners to explain the reason for their answer otherwise many learners 
will just make a guess. 

5. If the concept is needed for the lesson to follow, explain the right answer or give a remedial task.  

The correct answer is D 
 
A. B and C all have the second term in the 
sequence wrong and the other terms that follow are 
correct. 
                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                 
https://diagnosticquestions.com  

 
Why do this activity? 
This	activity	is	accessible	for	learners	who	find	maths	difficult	but	it	offers	challenges	for	high	flyers.	It	
can	be	described	as	a	‘low	threshold	high	ceiling’	activity.		It	could	be	used	to	raise	some	learners'	self	
esteem	in	mathematics,	while	still	giving	scope	for	others	to	explore	further	and	further.	It	enables	
learners	to	enjoy	'playing	with'	numbers,	and	to	discover	some	strange	and	interesting	things	that	can	
happen!	It	offers	learners	a	chance	to	be	creative	in	inventing	and	investigating	their	own	rules.	 
 

 
 

     ADD THE DIGITS AND MULTIPLY BY 4 

The sequence, starting with 62, given by this rule is: 

A. 62è8è32è20è8è32… 
B. 62è30è12è12è12… 
C. 62è24è24è24… 
D. 62è32è20è8è32… 
E.  
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Learning objectives  
In doing this activity students will have an opportunity to: 
• investigate a simple rule for producing sequences; 
• experience a dynamical system in which all sequences result in cycles or fixed points.  
 
Generic competences 
In doing this activity students will have an opportunity to think mathematically, notice patterns, reason 
logically and give explanations. 
 
Suggestions for Teaching 
Ask learners to choose a 2 digit number then tell them the rule: “add the digits and multiply by 
two’.  Choose a learner who lacks confidence or concentration to suggest the starting number and follow the 
rule a few times writing the sequence on the board. For some learners, using a starting number they have 
chosen helps them to participate and gain confidence. Then try new starting numbers until the learners 
understand what they are trying to do. 
  
Give learners the chance to work in pairs or small groups. After a short time you might introduce the need to 
record the sequences they get so that "numbers are not lost"! 

  
You could ask “Which numbers end up in the same cycles?” If the 
numbers in these sequences are coloured the same colour on a 100 square 
it soon becomes clear that the numbers on the diagonals are in sequences 
ending in the same cycle. Why?  The learners might observe that they only 
get three types of sequence. You might like to call these red, green and 
blue sequences. Can they predict the colours of the remaining squares if  
every number from 1 to 99 is used to start the sequences for the same rule. 
 
This activity is suitable for a whole class investigation that could last over 
several days or weeks while other mathematical work is being done in 
parallel. You could dedicate some wall space to add the learners work as 
the produce different results 

 
Key questions 
• What do you notice?  
• What happens when you get to a number that has come into another sequence you have just written 

down?  
• Can you find good ways of displaying your numbers for others to see? 
• What would you like to call this sequence of numbers that you've discovered? 
• Have you got to an end? If so how do you know? 
• What could you try now?  
 
 
  
For the highest-attaining 
Learners should invent and investigate their own rules. With guidance learners might record their findings in 
a similar way to the chart on page 4.  
When several rules have been investigated encourage learners to compare them carefully.  What is similar, 
different and the same?  Some might like to show the sequences using their choice of appropriate software. 
They could then derive hypotheses relating to the sequences and test them. 
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RULE  ‘Add digits and multiply by 5’ for all numbers from 1 to 99 
                                  
                               Fixed point 45 
9					18					27					36	

54			63					72					81	
45	 90	 99	

 
 
                                                                   Two cycle 15, 30 
69						78						
87						96	 75	

	 	 	

39				48					57			
66				84					93	 60	 30	 15	 3							12						21	

	 	 6						24					33				
42				51	

	 	

 
            
                                                      Six cycle 5, 25, 35, 40, 20, 10 

	 	 	 						

					95	

	

59		68		
77		86	

	

79			88			
97	

	 	

	
89			98	

	 	 	7					16			
34			43		
52			61		

	
70	

	
80	

8					17		
26			44		
53			62		
71	

	

	

85	

29		38		
47		56		
74		83		
92	

19			28		
37		46		
64		73		
82		91	

	 	

35	

	

40	

	 	

	
65	

	
55	

	
50	

	
25	

	 	
	

	
20	

	
		4					13		
22				31	

49			58												
67			76						
94	

	

	
			

	 	

14			23			
32		41		

	

5	

	

10	

	 	

	 	 	 	 	

1	

	

2				11	

	 	

 


